Sun smart Sausages

On Wednesday 5th February, the Grade 1/2s took part in a Science experiment using sausages to find out the effects of the sun on our skin and the importance of using sunscreen.

- Jack the Silly Sausage did not wear any sunscreen
- James the Sun smart Sausage put on some sunscreen before he went outside
- Melbecky the Super Sun smart Sausage put sunscreen on before she went outside and then reapplied some more at recess.

The students made predictions about what would happen to each of the sausages and at the end of the day they were brought inside.
I learned that one sausage got burnt and one didn’t because it was wearing sunscreen. We need to wear sunscreen to protect our skin from the sun.
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Jack got burnt because he wasn’t wearing sunscreen. He looked and smelt like a real cooked sausage. James had little spots on him and was sweaty and starting to get hard. Melbecky didn’t get burnt, she was still soft and still had sunscreen on her.
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